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ON THE COVER
While it didn’t spook any of the attendees, the jack o’
lantern made by Katie Minder (who does not ride a GS)
and hauled to West-Mar by her husband, Kurtis (who
does) added to the festive nature of the event.
Below, this throwback club logo sticker was spotted at
Oktoberfest.

UPCOMING CLUB EVENTS
CLUB
08
NOV
MEETINGS
Morton’s BMW in Fredericksburg, VA will host the Board of Directors (10 am) and

General Membership (11 am) meetings. Election results and more to be discussed.

14 DEC

CLUB MEETINGS
& TECH DAY
Battley Cycles in Gaithersburg, MD will host the Board of Directors (10 am) and
General Membership (11 am) meetings as well as a tech day (12 pm).
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Changes are coming
I allocated three days in October to
be trained and certified on curriculum
changes in the newly updated Motorcycle
Safety Foundation Basic RiderCourse. The
curriculum doesn’t change frequently,
as this is just the third iteration in the 17
years that I have been a certified MSF
Instructor/RiderCoach. In its 41-year
existence, this is MSF’s fifth version of its
basic class with the prior major revision
being in 2001. Most instructors I know,
including several in our club, are pumped
about these changes. This curriculum is
just now being rolled out, with Maryland
expecting implementation next spring.
The MSF curriculum continues and
indeed expands its student-focused
approach to adult learning, and now
requires that students arrive to class already possessing basic information about
riding skills and techniques. Students
gain this info by completing an on-line
e-course that covers most of the topics
presented in the 76-page BRC Student
Handbook. The handbook is a new

revision intended to serve as a student
resource over many years of riding and
not simply be an overview of the basics.
Satisfactory completion of the e-course
allows students to better utilize class time
to develop the critical thinking skills necessary for safer riding. Particular emphasis is placed on rider behavior/accountability and on how to employ safe riding
practices in traffic. Behavioral concepts
such as traffic risk management, hazard
perception/judgment, self-assessment,
and decision-making have always been
in the curriculum, but now considerably
more time is allocated to these topics,
and learning points are conveyed to students not through instructor lectures but
via engaging student activities.
Substantial changes have occurred in
the range exercises as well. MSF states
on its website that the riding portion of
the BRC will provide 20% more time on
basic motor skills, 30% more time on
cornering maneuvers and emergency
responses, and 30% more time on traffic-

type interactions. The new BRC skill test
was also revised to better align with the
licensing tests used by many states. In addition, MSF has other outreach programs
accessible by experienced riders; check
out MSF’s educational apps on iTunes.
The various apps provide self-paced MSF
safety exercises to help current motorcycle riders refine existing riding skills.
In terms of club activities, we too have
changes coming down the road. Elections
have ended, so you will see a few new
faces on your Board of Directors, and you
should expect some changes in the club
services and activities. First up will be
some significant changes in the venue of
the annual holiday party. As I type this,
our Brooklyn VP is in negotiations with a
restaurateur, and as soon as we finalize
the process, we will report date and location specifics on the website and forum.
We will ensure that we don’t schedule the
Holiday Party concurrent with the IMS!
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BOOK REVIEW

|

By John Douglas

The best book yet for classic BMWs?
BMW Motorcycles of the Century: Guide to Models 1923-2000,
by Claudio Somazzi and Massimo Bonsignori. Skira Editore
S.p.A., Milano, 2013. 272 pages, hardcover, 11 x 9.7 x 1.1
inches, $60.
You don’t need to be around BMW riders for long to realize that
old BMWs hold a lot of attraction for us.
Go to nearly any BMW rally and you will likely see a sampling
of vintage bikes, probably some from the 1960s and ‘70s,
maybe a few from as far back as the ‘20s and ‘30s. Many of us
are acquainted with someone who collects BMW vintage bikes
to a greater or lesser extent, perhaps maintaining a “toaster
tank” R 60/5 or an R 100 GS/PD in addition to a daily rider. Any
of us visiting the showroom at Bob’s BMW will probably allow a
few minutes for another look at Bob Henig’s excellent collection.
Suppose you would like a classic BMW of your own: Where do
you turn for information about availability, desirability, cost, and
value? The best I can tell, there is no single published source
that rivals BMW Motorcycles of the Century: Guide to Models
1923-2000.
BMW MOTC is a book for collectors by collectors — but it is
much more, too. It contains a clear and concise history of every
BMW model produced up to 2000; basic technical information
(the authors defer to other available books for in-depth technical
detail); identifying characteristics; collectors’ criteria (spare parts

A BMW Bike’s Best Friend:
Skilled Routine Inspection
and Maintenance

If you need a tune-up, Khanh’s EUBMW
Repair Shop will do the needed work
and check out your bike’s whole system
to spot problems before they happen.
Khanh’s EUBMW Repair
Shop is at your service in
the Armature Building.

3025 Colvin Street
(in the Armature Building)
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

Phone: (571) 294-2386

Stop in or call for an appointment.

dstephens | iStockphoto.com

Khanh’s EUBMW
Repair Shop

availability and subjective collectors’ value); commercial value
(estimated price range in euros); and photos — excellent photos.
The book reveals little about the authors and the dust cover
is blank where bios usually appear. Amazon.com says of them,
“Massimo Bonsignori restores vintage BMW motorbikes and
is one of the most prominent European specialists of classic
motorbikes. Claudio Somazzi is an entrepreneur, a journalist,
a writer and a BMW enthusiast.” Both are collectors. It would
surely be enlightening to see their collections.
Skira Editore is a publisher of high-quality art books. BMW
MOTC is printed on fine, heavy stock, and the print quality is
exceptional. Although it has a larger purpose than coffee-table
books usually do, that’s where my copy is headed — the photographs are that appealing, the descriptive model histories are
that well-distilled, and the organization — by decades — is super
easy to browse. As the authors say in their foreword:
“What you are holding now is a book to read,
leaf through, and above all, consult. It is a
book that can help the neophyte who is about
to enter the world of vintage BMW motorcycles
for the very first time, but at the same time it
is a reference for even the most experienced
collector, prey to doubts or simply unsure about
a frame number.”
“A story of transformations, achievements, and revolutions” is
a very readable first chapter about the people, landmark events,
and high points of BMW history. It is informative simply to read
the subheadings during a quick browse, for example: “1935.
BMW ‘invents’ the telescopic fork”; “1938. BMW motorcycle no.
100,000 and the debut of rear suspension”; “1939. BMW wins
the Senior Tourist Trophy” (Isle of Man); “1952. The first 100
mph motorcycle” (R 68); “1960. R 69 S, BMW’s most powerful
and prestigious machine”; “1973. 500,000 BMW motorcycles,
five-speed transmission and the first standard fairing” (R 90 S);
“1981: The R 80 G/S wins the Paris-Dakar Rally and makes history”; “1991. BMW produces its first ‘over 1000cc’ and delivers
its one-millionth motorcycle” (K 1100 LT and K 75 RT, respectively).
Tips for “Buying a Vintage Motorcycle” comprise the second
chapter. Topics addressed are deciding the kind of collection you
want, where to buy, how to choose, preservation, restoration,
economics of restoration, registration and papers, originality,
condition, buying at auction, and storage issues.
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A single mega-chapter, “Purchase Guide,” makes up most
of the book, presenting modelby-model descriptions, data and
photos — beautiful photos. There is
also a table showing BMW model
production figures by year. Here you
can see the hazards of organizing
BMWs by decade — long-running
models cross decade boundaries
with impunity.
The subchapter for each decade
(e.g., the 1930s) starts with a well
thought-out, one-paragraph summation of the decade, then each
model gets a two-facing-page layout — an 11” x 19” expanse — compartmented into descriptive model
history, essential technical information, identifying characteristics,
and other information important to collectors. When contemporary models differ in few details, such as displacement (e.g.,
R 50 and R 60) or valve trains (e.g., R 52 and R 57), they are
discussed together and may extend the layout to four pages.
Facing-page model discussions generally include three to five
photos. For the older bikes, photos are often black-and-whites
from BMW factory archives.
Several highly collectible models rate a full-width portrait
across facing pages: R 52, R 4, R 51/3, R 75, R 68, R 90 S, R
80 G/S, and K 75. A facing-page article about BMW at the ParisDakar Rally follows the portrait of the R 80 G/S.
The decade subchapters conclude with a comprehensive data
table, gathering the data for all decades and all models: number
of cylinders, displacement, production years, units produced,
chassis and engine numbers, parts availability and collectors’
value, and estimated price range in euros.
Sidecars get their own brief, photo-illustrated chapter. “No
other motorcycle brand in the world has so associated its name
with the sidecar as BMW. Thanks to its collaboration with companies with unparalleled design genius, such as Steib, what was
originally conceived as merely a system of multiple transport
was soon to become a veritable work of art.”
The final chapter is called “BMW Racing Team,” and the
authors say “Since the early 1920s, the Bayerische Motoren
Werke placed a great deal of importance on world motorcycle

competitions, from off-road endurance races to world speed records
interspersed with a host of victories
on the road and in the legendary
Tourist Trophy. This chapter presents the history of BMW in sports
competitions together with some of
the models that have helped write
it.” It includes photos, of course.
BMW MOTC was written by
Italian-speakers, and edited and
published initially in Italy. Contrary
to one review comment I read, they
did a very commendable job with
the English translation, at times
verging on the poetic. Occasionally an awkward construction or a
slightly off word slips in, but these
are rare and virtually unnoticeable.
This is a painstakingly researched,
well-written, well-edited, and beautiful book. For a long time to
come it should serve collectors and more-general readers as
the first-consulted reference for information about vintage BMW
motorcycles (never mind that estimated euro price ranges will
quickly become vintage in their own right).
Experts might find nits and quibbles — that’s what experts
do — but the only error of fact that this nonexpert reviewer spotted was the authors’ acceptance of the propeller myth. The
official pronouncement from BMW is: “A popular myth surrounding the company’s new [in 1917] logo, the now iconic BMW
roundel, explains the alternating fields of blue and white as an
abstraction of airplane propellers. But the truth behind the logo
has nothing to do with airplane engine design (a clever PR agent
invented that one). Instead, the roundel was taken from the
original Rapp Motorenwerke logo which itself was an adaptation of an engineering symbol.” (From BMW Motorrad USA 80th
anniversary exhibition catalogue; disappointingly, it doesn’t say
what the engineering symbol is.)
Is BMW Motorcycles of the Century: Guide to Models 19232000 a book for you? If you want a better grasp of the history
and importance of vintage BMW models, even if you don’t intend
to acquire one of your own, even if you already have books about
BMW history, I would say yes, it is probably a book you should
consider owning.
Why are we BMW riders so attracted to old BMWs? It’s true,
retro styles are trending (Concept Ninety, R nineT), and nostalgia is big in our ever-aging rider cohort (“I had one just like that
when I was younger”), but I think a lot of what draws us to the
vintage bikes is respect for BMW’s solid tradition of engineering, innovation, and quality, and — taking a cue from the authors’
book of a decade ago, BMW Passione d’altra tempi — passion is
a large part of it, too.
BMW Motorcycles of the Century: Guide to Models 19232000, by Claudio Somazzi and Massimo Bonsignori, is available
at major book retailers and online through Amazon.com and the
publisher’s website, skira.com.
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LOCAL NEWS
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New BMW motorcycle dealership slated to open
BMW Motorcycles of Dulles coming as soon as January 2015
By Wes Fleming
The rumors have been swirling for the
too aggressive, especially since Davis’
better part of a decade that northern Virgoal down the road is to buy land and
ginia, specifically Fairfax, Prince William
build a purpose-driven structure, one that
or Loudoun County, would get a BMW
will be a dedicated, all-around motorcycle
motorcycle dealership. It is less a rumor
shop from the planning stages through
and more a reality at this point, and could contacts at BMW suggested he start a
completion. He expects to have this
dialogue with Triumph, which also lacked
happen as early as January 2015.
permanent facility open in less than five
a dealership in northern Virginia at that
Ken Davis, the owner of the new dealyears. “I just want to be a motorcycle
time. Approved from the beginning as a
ership, says the shop will open by Februdealer for northern Virginia,” Davis said,
multi-line dealer, Davis opened the Triary at the latest.
“and there’s a lot to do. I want to have evumph shop in July 2013 and moved it to
Davis has been in the car business
erything in stock, to have a prepped and
a vacant service bay at his car dealership
for 23 years, running Advantage Harman
ready example of every model on the floor
just a few months later.
Auto Group from a location near Osborn
so anybody can come in and ride one.”
Park High School in ManasJoining Davis at BMW MC
sas Park, VA. He’s always
of Dulles will be about 15
“I just want to be a motorcycle dealer for employees, some of whom
been a fan of late-model
northern Virginia, and there’s a lot to do.” will come from his current
BMW cars and bought more
than a few at auction to
operation. Among them will
refurbish and sell through his
be his service shop foreman,
Davis says Triumph Manassas was the
auto dealership. He noticed a few BMW
Grant Soma, who has been with Davis for
top US Triumph dealer through the first
motorcycles — usually repossessions — at
15 years and will soon be attending BMW
half of 2014 — which explains the explothese auctions, and that got him thinking
motorcycle tech school. BMW has also
sion of Triumphs in the Washington, DC
about opening a motorcycle dealership.
put Davis in touch with graduates from
area — and they continue to trade the top
He started buying and selling used
their tech school; he’s in the process of
motorcycles for fun; as his thoughts about spot with Southern California Triumph
interviewing them to determine who will
as the year progresses. While the shop
having a dealership got more serious, he
be in place on the very first day the shop
features some relatively small displays
started talking to BMW Motorrad USA,
opens.
of parts, accessories and gear, the focus
which he characterized as eager to open
Davis plans to carry the full lines of
is clearly on the bikes — there are 25
a dealership in northern Virginia. GoBMW- and Triumph-branded apparel,
motorcycles on the main showroom floor,
ing through the dealership development
plus Schuberth, Shoei and HJC helmets,
another showroom with more bikes,
process was rigorous, but in 2009, Davis
KLIM apparel, and Sena communications
five motorcycle service bays and a fully
got his letter of intent from BMW and set
system. He had high praise for Sena’s
stocked parts department.
about fulfilling their terms.
Bluetooth products and credits his ATGATT
With recent changes in management
As the worldwide recession that
mentality (Schuberth and FirstGear) for
at BMW North America, BMW Motorrad
started in 2008 worsened, Davis found
emerging unscathed from a recent collihas been more aggressively trying to get
himself in the unenviable position of
sion with an inattentive driver.
into (or back into) various markets. BMW
watching his business plan for a BMW
As northern Virginia’s only Triumph
reached out to Davis and asked him to
dealership get whittled away, piece by
motorcycle dealer, Davis mostly rides a
re-apply to be a dealer, a process he was
piece, until it didn’t even make sense to
late-model Tiger, but among the several
only too happy to restart.
open a small, mixed-line shop that could
BMWs he’s owned is a 1994 R 1100 RS
Davis, who is clearly excited about runexpect to sell fewer than 150 bikes a year.
he bought brand-new from Battley Cycles.
ning a motorcycle dealership, is getting
He certainly wasn’t going to be opening
He says he’s very much looking forward to
an exclusive dealership like BMW wanted, out of the business of selling cars comtrying the new water-cooled boxer Beempletely. He and his partners, Jim Harman
one that could move over 200 bikes in a
ers; perhaps he’ll add another coast-toand John Tisch, will open the new shop
year.
coast trip on one to add to the seven he’s
behind Dulles Airport on Old Ox Road
Though Davis was disappointed at
already completed. “Deep down,” Davis
(VA 606). It will feature separate facilithat opportunity dissipating, one of his
says, “I’m a BMW guy.”
ties — with separate entrances — for BMW
and Triumph customers; the BMW side
will be called BMW Motorcycles of Dulles.
BMW wanted the new shop open by
the end of the year, which proved to be

RE-CYCLED NEWS

|
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Ever wanted to ride in Cuba?
There is perhaps no island nation — other
than England, of course — so entwined
with American history than Cuba. Just the
mention of the place conjures up images
exotic and controversial, beautiful and
terrible, and above all, almost completely
off limits.
Travel restrictions have lightened —
slightly — in the past couple of decades,
but it still takes a special license from
the US government (through the Treasury
Department and the Office of Foreign
Assets Control) to go there. It’s a painstaking process full of pitfalls just to get a
visa, but that doesn’t keep people from
dreaming of going there.
Bob’s BMW, in conjunction with
MotoDiscovery, is running a motorcycle
tour through Cuba in March 2015. MotoDiscovery got their “people to people”
(P2P) license from OFAC in 2012 and
periodically runs tours there.
The P2P license requires that travel
to Cuba by American citizens involve a
myriad of “educational activities” that

“promote meaningful interaction with the
people of Cuba.” While that may make it
sound more like a semester abroad than
a motorcycle tour, have no fear — you’ll still
be riding every day and soaking up Cuban
culture.
The two-week trip starts and ends with
flights between Miami and Havana, and it
encompasses riding to and in the towns
of Cienfuegos, Trinidad, Camaguey, Holguin, Baracoa, Guantanamo and Santiago. Layover days take place in Santiago,
Trinidad and Havana.
Educational and cultural events — required by the P2P license — include visits
to the San Antonio de Los Baños School
of the Arts, the former home of Ernest
Hemingway (now a museum), the botanical gardens in Trinidad and a tour of that
town guided by a local historian, a coffee
plantation, Hacienda Iznaga (where lace
is made), a violin factory, Rancho King,
Baracoa’s resident historian, San Juan
Hill, El Morro castle, Leonardo Matanzas’
private motorcycle training school, Monca-

da Barracks (where the Cuban Revolution
started in 1953), and, all along the way,
plenty of opportunities to interact with
locals.
Cuba has a rich palette of HarleyDavidson riders, called Harlistas, the majority of whom ride pre-1959 motorcycles.
That’s the year trade between Cuba and
the US was cut off, and fantastic stories
abound of how well the Harlistas keep
their classic bikes running without ready
access to spare parts.
As is typical with most organized tours,
the nearly $9,000 buy-in ($6,800 for a
passenger) includes accommodations,
meals, a support van to carry your luggage, a tour guide, museum entrance
fees, and the use of an F 700 or 800
GS. While the Miami-Havana flights are
included, each rider is responsible for
getting to Miami for the kickoff. Nineteen
of the 24 available spots were taken as
of mid-October, so if you’re interested,
you’d better hurry! For more information,
contact Bob’s BMW or MotoDiscovery.
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NATIONAL NEWS

AIMExpo

|

By Wes Fleming

All sorts of folks came to
the second AIMExpo, held in
Orlando, FL in mid-October. This
future BMW rider (at left) loves
the new water-cooled R 1200 RT.
Actor Perry King (bottom left),
a well-known vintage BMW rider,
appeared on behalf of the AMA.
Elvis put in an appearance at the
BMW MOA’s booth on Saturday
as well, reminding those present
that motorcycles (and the
people who ride them) are tons
of fun, even when you’re just
talking about them.

The Quadski was one of the more ...interesting
vehicles on display reminding attendees that
powersports is more than motorcycles.

Component builders, such as Sistemi di Scarico,
are making cool-looking parts for all sorts of bikes.

Schuberth’s newest helmet, the M1, made its US debut at the
AIMExpo. This 3/4 helmet is a completely new design, built from
the ground up in their labs and developed in their wind tunnel. It
will reach dealers in spring 2015 and is aimed at retro style aficionados, riders who endlessly tweak their bikes, and touring riders
and passengers who want a helmet of this style.
There are multiple face shields available, but more than that,
there are multiple inner visors available — not just dark smoke,
but high-visibility amber and clear as well. Why make a clear inner
visor? Because the outer visor can be removed and replaced by a
part that covers the ratcheting mechanisms! In addition to being
able to swap the visors, the owner could also swap the intake
vent cover. Combined with the seven available covers and other
personalization options, the M1 will ship with over 4,000 possible
variations in its basic look.
In creating its first open-face helmet, Schuberth didn’t just
remove the chinbar from one of its other helmets. The M1 is filled
with innovation, starting, of course, with the shell design. The (removeable and washable) liner is also innovative — it’s made of one
continuous piece of fabric, with no stitching or seams anywhere.
The helmet also has its communications capabilities built into it
out of the box. The speakers are already there, as are a pair of
microphones cleverly hidden in the ends the cheek bars. To take
advantage of the comm system, the user need only purchase the
rechargeable electronic unit, which snaps into a receptable on the
back of the helmet.
The list price for the M1 will be $549; prices for the accessories and add-ons have not yet been determined.

Schuberth announces new helmet

Trade shows like
the AIMExpo are a
Bonnier Group had
mix of things, but
one of the coolest
the focus this time
looking displays,
around was heavily
including this
on motorcycles
painting done live
and the parts,
throughout the
people and gear
weekend.
involved in riding
them. Some
manufacturers,
like the folks
that make
No-Mar tire
changers,
provided day
after day of
product demos.
Others, like
Givi (officially
pronounced
with a soft
‘G’), let their
products speak
for themselves.
Dozens of parts
and accessories manufacturers
displayed their wares on BMW
motorcycles, especially the
GS line, showing the ongoing
popularity of the adventurestyle bikes.
Next year’s AIMExpo is already
scheduled for 15-18 October.
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OKTOBERFEST

|

By Wes Fleming

Far left, Kurtis
Minder (currently
the Events Chair
and the future Vice
President) prepares
his wife’s ground
pad.
Left, Cheree Craze
(Safety Chair) shows
off the custommade gift that
declares once and
for all what we
all must learn to
accept.

They were all hungry, but paused for a group photo. We had 32 for dinner!
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Every year, the club holds its October meetings at Camp West-Mar, site of the Square
Route Rally. Oktoberfest is a low-key overnight event just for club members and their
guests. Ed and Barb Phelps, pictured two
photos to the left, have organized Oktoberfest for as long as anybody can remember,
and everybody that attends pitches in to
help cook, clean up, keep the fire going,
pour (and drink) beer, and have fun.
This year it got a bit brisk, with temps
dropping into the upper 30s just before
dawn on Sunday. The chill didn’t deter
Mike Potter, Kurtis and Katie Minder, and
Bruce Dimon from camping; the rest of us
grabbed space in the bunkhouses.
Dinner on Saturday night was Barb’s
usual amazing feast of German-inspired
food, including a half-dozen different types
of sausage and two potato salads (only one
of which contained bacon).
We hope you make time to join us in
2015!

Every year, Ed sources
Oktoberfest-themed door
prizes from the official
German Oktoberfest
website. This year’s prize
to beat was the cow hat,
won by Andy Dooley (at
right) but enjoyed by
many.

Note: In the interest of staying alive, the owner of this bike did
not ride it in this condition. Photo by Greg Krammes.
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BIKE OF THE MONTH: R 100 S

|

By Bill Russell

Memories of Bad Kreuznach
I didn’t grow up around motorcycles. The closest I recall was my
cousin Gordon Dean, who had an older Harley back when I lived
in Arkansas as a
child back in the
late 60’s. I remember that for
a while he had a
throttle problem
and had to keep
one hand busy
fiddling around
with the throttle
to keep the old
thing running.
Eventually he
moved on to
Mustangs and
that was the last
I saw of motorcycles.
In 1979 I
found myself
enlisted in the
US Army and
stationed far
away in Germany in a small
town near the
Rhine River. Bad
Kreuznach was
a terrific place
to be young, single and trying to figure out which way to go in
life. I had just read Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
and decided that what I really needed was a bike, so I started
researching by buying motorcycle magazines at the PX. I quickly
settled on a shaft drive bike because the reviews all noted
the ease of maintenance compared to the chain drive bikes. I
remembered the passage in Zen that mentioned the author’s
friend’s BMW in which he lamented their “notorious reliability”
and thought, “That’s the bike for me.”
One day I was walking on our Kaserne (installation) and a
BMW passed me and parked by the bowling alley. I detoured and
engaged the rider as he was taking off his helmet. I told him I
was thinking of getting a BMW. He told me he had bought the
bike new in Stuttgart a few years earlier and planned to buy one
of the new R 100 RT models, so his R75/5 would be for sale. I
told him I would be talking to the bank on Monday.
I rode that R 75/5 more than 150,000 miles from the fall of
1979 until late in the 1990s, when I gave it to Anton Largiader.
In the interim I had a Glaser fairing installed and eventually uninstalled, crashed, converted it to an enduro, and rode across the
US several times as well as into Mexico. By the time Anton saw it
in my garage, I had bought a K 75 and an R 100 GS. I was riding
the R 75/5 Enduro version back in 1992 at Paonia, CO when I
met my wife at the Top o’ the Rockies Rally. My R 75/5 Enduro
didn’t scare away a woman who had installed a nine-gallon
Paris-Dakar tank on her R 100 RS.

After retiring from the Army and working in the DC area, I
had less time for riding long distance. Karla gave her R 100
RS to a friend
from Phoenix in
exchange for repairing it after a
transmission issue. She bought
an R 1150 RT
and I rode our
sidecar rig. Lately I have been
thinking about
the Airhead I
had back in the
day, so in 2013
I started floating the idea of
getting another
Airhead. Karla
was on board
from the beginning. I started
trolling the various online sales
sites looking for
something that
would fit our
riding style and
budget.
This spring I
saw a 1975 R 90 S for sale in Vienna, VA and called to have a
look. I found a well-preserved 90 S in mostly original condition
with its second owner (since 1984!). The price was right, but
when I test rode the bike I discovered something that gave me
pause. The motor seemed so powerful and the brakes seemed
so not up to the job that I had to pass. After years of riding
bikes with dual disks, anti-lock systems, and high-performance
stopping power, I didn’t feel safe on the R 90 S. That made me
focus my search on R bikes after the Brembo brake transition in
1981. Eventually I found a 1979 R 100 S in New York City that
had already had the Brembo brake upgrade and Dyna III electronic ignition — and only 92,000 miles. I pounced — uh, I mean, I
bought it.
I picked up the R 100 S on the same weekend Karla and I
picked up an Airstream Basecamp trailer. Karla drove our Highlander with the Basecamp home from NJ while I rode the R 100
S back to Herndon. George from Beemers Uber Alles has been
busy resolving some rideability issues by installing stainless
steel braided brake lines that are covered in rubber so they replicate the look of the original R 100 S brake lines, adjusting carbs,
checking all the major components, and making other adjustments so the bike is easier for us to ride. I don’t see the Airhead
replacing my F 800 GS as my main ride, though. It is mostly a
weekend, good weather ride. I definitely find that it brings back
the smiles I remember from those first days of riding back in Bad
Kreuznach.

A VIEW ASKEW

|
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By Drew Alexander

Riding by the seat of my pants
The best laid schemes of Mice and Men
oft go awry, and leave us nothing but grief
and pain, for promised joy. --Robert Burns
Recalculating... recalculating. I’ve heard
that said by my GPS over and over again.
Her voice sounds annoyed each time she
utters that word. Why do I challenge her?
After all she is very knowledgeable; she
guides me to gas stations and Starbucks
throughout this great country. Sometimes
though, she and I differ on directions, she
wants me to follow everyone else. Fortunately I have a solution: I turn her off!
One such time was when I transported
an R 1200 RT from New Hampshire to
Maryland for a friend who became ill during a trip. I flew up to Manchester, NH with
helmet in hand and picked up his motorcycle. As soon as I turned the ignition on,
the GPS came to life and asked where to;
I hit the home button. Sure enough, this

devious little bit of technology wanted me
to hit the highway, but I was yearning for
the byway. Ms. GPS was incredibly persistent. Whenever I disobeyed, she reprimanded me and tried to steer me back
onto her course. I didn’t need directions
because I knew where I wanted to go, so I
turned her off and took the first two-lane
road I saw.
For those that don’t know, New
Hampshire is northeast of Maryland, so
I deduced I needed to travel southwest.
My plan was to keep on routes that had
a “W” or “S,” I figured if I didn’t make it
home, I’d turn Ms. GPS back on and turn
around in Texas.
My travels through New England on
that trip showed me some spectacular
places that I had never been and some
roads that I wouldn’t have found. Although the trip was a little long (an eighthour trip took 13), I felt like an explorer
charting a new route. I had no idea what

the road ahead of me looked like or when
I would reach my destination, I was riding
by the seat of my pants. I realize most of
us rely heavily on modern technology to
live a better life, but once in a while rely
on yourself and find your own way home.
Millions of adventurers, explorers and
travelers have wandered the four corners
of the world that way and most have
made it back to tell the tale.
As you read this, I will be doing the
same, not in the literal sense, but figuratively. Going to South Africa wasn’t on my
radar six months ago; it wasn’t a lifelong
dream I needed to fulfill or on my bucket
list. It is a road I decided to explore on my
trip. I don’t know what is in front of me,
but I know I’m going in the right direction.
I will be using a GPS while traveling in
South Africa, but I am relying on my sense
of direction for the journey I’m taking.
I’ll see you all when I get home!

TOM McGRATH’S
MOTORCYCLE LAW GROUP

Dedicated to protecting the rights of injured motorcyclists. We ride so we understand.
If you’ve been injured through no fault of your own, call the Motorcycle Law Group.
SM

1-800-321-8968

www.MotorcycleLawGroup.com

Licensed in Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee.

®
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By Wes Fleming

Garmin 590LM
I have a checkered history with every LD rider’s favorite bit of
electronic wizardry, the GPS. GPS, as we all (probably) know,
stands for “global positioning system,” and there seem to be as
many GPS receivers (or units) as there are grains of sand on the
beach.
I started with a bulky, balky Garmin Streetpilot III, but quickly
moved on to the Streetpilot 2610, a very popular unit among rally riders. A 2730 — which featured a 3D map display — made its
way in there as well. When Garmin stopped updating the maps
that worked with the Streetpilot units, I bought into the motorcyclist-oriented Zumo series with both a 450 and a 550; they
lost 0.2” of screen size compared to the 3.7” wide screen of the
2610/2730, but they made up for it with a rash of new features,
including true
waterproofness
and an improved
glove-friendly
touch screen.
As our computers fit ever more
powerful chipsets
into ever-smaller
chassis, a trend
for larger screens
has crept in. Garmin has perhaps
started the GPS
screen wars with
their newest unit,
the Zumo 590LM
(MSRP $799.99).
The screen is
the first thing you
notice about the
590. While you
can hold the unit
in your hand and
it feels like a giant
smartphone, the front face is nearly all screen – 4.25” of the
front’s overall 5.1” width is screen. The screen is a 5” diagonal
and functions at a resolution of 800 x 480. Colors are crisp and
easily differentiated, but there is an overall pastel palette that I
wish was a bit bolder.
Garmin has long touted its Zumo screens as “viewable in
bright sunlight,” but even on their newest device, it’s a subjective claim. With the sun shining directly over your shoulder,
the 590’s screen is indeed viewable — no problem there at all.
When the sun is at a steep angle from anywhere within about
60 degrees of straight ahead, though, the screen washes out
a bit — just enough to make you have to pay attention to what
you’re looking at and sap your attention from the road for an
extra split second.
The 590 addresses what I have always found to be an incredible annoyance with GPS units — the wide map. I must have six
different paper atlases at home; nearly every page in them is
taller than it is wide. GPS screens have for a long time been

wider than they are tall. With the 590, Garmin lets you easily
switch the unit to portrait mode and get a view that shows you
much, much more of what lies ahead of you than what’s to your
left or right. With the map display set in either of the 2D modes
(north up or track up), your vehicle icon is in the middle of the
map, which minimizes the benefit of portrait mode, but with the
display set to 3D mode, your vehicle icon is at the bottom of the
screen so you can see far ahead of where you are. A little zooming out gives you an excellent look-ahead idea of where you’re
going.
This, however, is where one of my nitpicks with the 590 kicks
in. The 590 displays a lot of icons on the map screen — a fork
and knife for restaurants, a gas pump for gas stations, etc. — but
nothing beyond
street names is
labeled. I’m very
used to my Zumo
550 giving me an
icon and partial
name for my “favorited” locations.
To get those details
with the 590, you
have to tap the
favorite icon on the
display (it looks like
a tiny heart). Some
vendors — Shell,
Wendy’s and
others — have,
I assume, paid
Garmin to put their
corporate logos on
the maps instead
of generic icons as
well.
“LM” in the unit’s
designation stands
for “lifetime maps,” a feature that Garmin has been incorporating into more units in the past few years. If you own a unit that
has lifetime maps, you can update your maps any time — Garmin
puts out an update about four times a year — without paying for
the update. Since lifetime updates cost $80 through Garmin
directly, this feature saves you some money.
Garmin’s updated the interface as well with the 590, and
you can access all sorts of things from the saddle. You can, of
course, connect your Bluetooth-capable smartphone or helmet
communication system to the 590, but it also has a built-in
MP3 player (or you can stream music via Pandora through your
phone) as well as the ability to control a VIRB-compatible video
camera.
You can make phone calls with the 590, too, but the audio quality of phone conversations is lacking. The connection
doesn’t seem solid, with pops and crackles audible on both
ends of the call. You can’t activate the phone functions with
voice commands; you must tap the screen to initiate or answer

a call. Audio quality of the media player (MP3/Pandora) is quite
good, though obviously dependent on the quality of the speakers in your helmet. Frankly, this is a step down from connecting
my smartphone directly to the SRC system in my Schuberth S2
helmet; with that setup, I can give orders to Siri and make calls
without taking my eyes off the road. Not so with the 590.
I tried connecting both my iPhone 4S and the 590 to the SRC
via Bluetooth. Both worked — sort of. They fought for control and
it became unpredictable which device would override which. For
what it’s worth, both manufacturers recommend connecting
the phone to the GPS, then the GPS to the comm system, and I
find that setup works best. It prevents me from verbally making/
answering phone calls and sending text messages (by speaking
them to Siri), but it occurs to me that being unable to send text
messages from the saddle probably isn’t such a bad thing after
all, and I might benefit from it being a tad more difficult to make
a phone call as well.
In addition, if you’re listening to music, the spoken directions
issued by the 590 are truncated as the different audio systems
vie for control of the speakers; this resulted in instructions like
“…quarters of a mile, turn left.” It’s easy enough to figure out
what the instructions are, but this is a minor bug I think Garmin
should address in its software.
Another minor bug Garmin needs to address is that the 590
is always seeking new Bluetooth connections. If somebody driving by in their car has their phone’s Bluetooth active, the 590
will ask you if you want to route their audio through your unit.
Of course, you tap “No,” but this sometimes cripples the 590’s
ability to continue playing YOUR audio and requires a hard on/
off cycle to rectify.
All the apps available on the 590 are beside the point,
though, if the map or navigation capabilities don’t measure up.
The 590’s map is excellent and is readable in nearly all lighting conditions. I found myself reducing the brightness at night,
though; it’s bright enough to be distracting at times.
Navigation on the 590 is excellent, and you can choose
between the standard routing options — fastest time or shortest
distance – as well as a relatively new feature from Garmin, curvy
roads. Selecting the curvy roads option can, depending on your
start and end points, take you quite some distance out of your
way, but when the off-the-beaten-path roads are available, the
590 has the ability to find some fantastic roads. Be sure to tell
it to avoid unpaved roads, though, unless you’re prepared for
them! In my normal stomping grounds in and around the metropolitan Washington, DC area, using curvy roads navigation usually results in a combination of fastest time and shortest distance;
I had to get out of town a bit for this feature to really kick in.
While creating a route in Basecamp and uploading it to the
GPS gives more flexibility, it’s very easy to create complex routes
right on the 590. Start a new route with just an end point, then
add and reorder as many waypoints (favorites) as you like. In
several weeks of testing, I wasn’t able to confuse the GPS,
though through my own error once I did inadvertently end up in
downtown Fredericksburg.
Installation on my 2005 R 1200 GS was very straightforward and simple, though I did have to route all the extra parts
of the wiring harness out of the way. The motorcycle cradle is
hardwired to the cable, and the cable features not just hot and
ground for the power, but three cables with jacks on the ends
(audio in/out and microphone in) and another (very long) cable
with a USB port at the end of it.
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The included motorcycle cradle holds the 590
tightly, but the simple press of a button releases
the unit; on rough roads or in a collision, this somewhat flimsy
mechanism could be compromised.
The 590 weighs nearly a pound, so it’s not something you can
really just toss in a pocket or carry around. I picked up a $29.99
carrying/storage case from Amazon to protect the 590 when it’s
locked safely in one of my side cases.
The 590 is both weather and traffic capable, but using those
services (other than basic local weather) requires the use of
Garmin’s free Smart Link app on your smartphone as well as
further in-app purchases of their Traffic ($19.99) and Advanced
Weather ($4.99 for alerts and push notifications) services. They
also have a service called photoLive ($4.99), which allows you
to view live feeds from traffic cameras in 35 states right on the
screen of your 590.
When using the 590 in its normal modes — navigating or just
riding around — the main map screen provides you with minimum
information. You can see your current speed (which turns red
if you’re exceeding the speed limit, which is displayed for most
roads) and direction. The 590 will also alert you when you’re
nearing or in a school zone, which I found to be a very nice
safety feature. When in navigation mode, you can see the distance to your next turn as well as your total distance to destination. Tapping on the next turn instruction at the top of the screen
gives you a list of all upcoming turns and how far away they are.
The Zumo 590LM is a good deal and a great piece of technology. It’s nice to have the option of portrait mode and the apps
are straightforward and both easy to access and use. Finding
routes is faster than any other GPS I’ve owned, and the 10GB
of on-board solid state memory is enough to store the operating system, maps for the entire US, Canada and Mexico, and a
couple of gigs of music, too.
The downsides of the 590 are minor. You’ll have to learn a
new interface and that takes time and effort. Phone call audio quality is fair at best. The microSD slot was difficult to find
(it’s under the battery) and none of the included documentation — nor indeed the downloadable owner’s manual — gives any
hints as to how to instruct the 590 to pull data (mp3 files or POI
data) from the microSD card. Battery life is limited; I ran the
power out in under four hours by playing music, making phone
calls and forcing it to recalculate routes and find POIs like gas
stations and museums.
The Zumo 590LM is available in some stores and nearly
everywhere online. I recommend calling Garmin directly
(800.800.1020) and speaking to a sales staffer. If you trade
in an old GPS, even one that is broken or hopelessly obsolete,
Garmin will give you 20% off the purchase price of a new 590. If
you have more than one bike, you might want to pick up an extra
motorcycle cradle/wiring kit ($69.99); since the cradle is hardwired, you can’t easily move it from one bike to another.

With the purchase of the full kit, Garmin provides a weatherproof cover
that clicks into the mount, protecting the electrical connectors when
you’re not using the unit.
A shorter version of this review
first appeared in the Fall 2014
issue of Iron Butt Magazine.
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THROWBACK
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THEN

Devin Battley
Throwback Thursday is a social media phenomenon wherein folks simply post old photos of themselves. It gives their friends some
insight into who they used to be and might even kick loose some fun memories. If you have an old photo of yourself doing something
motorcycle related, please consider sending it in for inclusion in our new occasional “Throwback” column. A BtS staffer will be happy
to scan (and return) your photo if it’s one of those old-fashioned print things. The below material features Battley Cycles owner Devin
Battley on the cover of the BMW MOA magazine, Owners News, and a quick blurb from the interior of the magazine on Devin’s escapades on the race track. Reprinted
with permission.

THROWBACK

|

NOW

Devin leans into Turn 8 at Summit Point on his first S 1000 RR.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
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Sat 08 Nov: BoD (10) & GM (11) meetings at
Morton’s BMW, Fredericksburg VA.

05-07 Jun: Square Route Rally
29 Jun: Iron Butt Rally starts!

Sun 14 Dec: BoD (10), GM (11) meetings &
Tech Day (12) at Battley Cycles, Gaithersburg
MD. A special guest will join us, so please stop
by.

BREAKFAST RIDES
Breakfast rides are informal gatherings of members who meet for
breakfast and often a ride afterwards. Not all members participate
in the after-meal rides and some
like to show up solely for the ride.
Interested? Arrive early, introduce
yourself and be ready to have fun.
Look for the tables with helmets
and jackets piled on or near them
and don’t be shy.
If you’d like more information,
or to volunteer to lead a ride one
weekend, contact Ed Phelps at
rides@bmwbmw.org.

CLASSIFIED ADS

2015
24-27 Jul: BMW MOA National Rally in Billings
MT. www.bmwmoa.org

|

You can find out more by perusing the “Rides to Eat” section of the BMWBMW online forums.
1st Sunday at 8
TBA
4th Sunday at 8.30
BALTIMORE BREAKFAST RIDE MARYLAND BREAKFAST RIDE VIRGINIA BREAKFAST RIDE
GOLDEN CORRAL
7908 Rossville Boulevard,
Baltimore, MD 21236. To have
a reminder email sent to you
the week before the breakfast,
send your email address to
Jim Pellenbarg, jpellenbarg@
juno.com.

SEEKING NEW LOCATION
The Cozy in Thurmont, MD
has closed. If you have a
suggestion for a new location
for the Maryland Breakfast
Ride, head over to the club’s
discussion forums and make
yourself heard.

THE MAIN STREET PUB
7140 Main Street, Clifton, VA
20124. Park across the street
by the rail car or behind the
pub. Walk through the convenience store to the restaurant
in the back. The ride to the
pub requires a nice stretch of
twisty back roads.

|

2008 R 1200 R, original owner, 9.4K, Parabellum faring with
three windshields (different heights), Bill Mayer seat plus original low seat, all three pieces of luggage, engine guard, running
lights, etc. Like new, asking $8,800. Call 443.340.9065.

2007 R 1200 RT, 57,970 miles w/BMW side cases. Excellent
shape, all maintenance records. Set up for rider over 6’ tall.
Standard heated grips/seat, cruise control, electric windshield
adjustment. Many extras - Kisan headlight modulator, HID low
beam, Stebel horn w/Eastern Beaver wiring, custom mount
for Zumo 450/550, Suburban Machinery handlebar risers &
peg lowering kit, Wunderlich engine guards, lliim highway pegs,
Centech II fuse panel w/Eastern Beaver wiring, Rick Mayer
leather-covered seat (4” taller than stock), Givi e460 trunk w/
brake light, Powerlet connector, Bracketron mount for XM radio
& antenna, Skene P3 lights, Zurich extended warranties through
November 17, 2014. Additional extras available. $10,000 OBO,
contact henwin@verizon.net or 301.320.2104.

Membership application/renewal form.
Please check appropriate selections:
o NEW MEMBER					o RENEWAL					o CHANGE OF ADDRESS
NAME
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Sign up or renew
online with PayPal at
www.bmwbmw.org
MOTORCYCLES
(year, make, model)

Associate
STREET 																		BMW MOA #

Referred to BMWBMW by

CITY, STATE, ZIP																 BMW RA #

I’m interested in helping out with
the following committees:
o Gov’t Affairs				 o Rally
o Internet						o Rides
o Meetings & Events		 o Safety
o Membership				o Sales
o Newsletter/BTS			 o Tech

OCCUPATION																			AMA #
PHONE (c) (h) (w)
E-MAIL
AGE GROUP
o 16–25					o 46–55
o 26–35					o 56–65
o 36–45					o 65+

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Regular Member: $20/year				 Associate Member: $7.50/year
Dues may be paid for 1, 2 or 3 years. Associate members must reside at the same address as the regular
member. Associate members have all the privileges of regular members but do not receive a separate
copy of the newsletter. Make check payable to “BMWBMW” and send it with this form to: Joel Gladding,
Membership Chair, 12 Teasdale Ct., Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242. Membership dues are not refundable.

Bob’s High-Mileage

Polar Bear Challenge
How much winter riding can You bear?

Ride to WIN over

z

$2500 worth of PRIZES
provided by

RBIN

HEATED GEAR!

Contest runs

December 1 – A pril 4
st

th

Monthly Male A Female winners - plus ...

Two GRAND PRIZE Winners !

Not to mention... Bragging Rights, the fawning admiration of your peers, and
a cool “Polar

Bear Challenge” T-Shirt and Bike Decal.

NOW at:
bobsbmw.com/polarbear
Learn more

877-269-2627 • 301-497-8949
10720 Guilford Road • Jessup, Maryland USA

R ID E R S of

ALarLeBwRelcoANmDe S
!

to particpate

Between the Spokes
Joel Gladding, Membership Chair
12 Teasdale Court
Potomac Falls, VA 20165-6242

BETWEEN the SPOKES
BMW BIKERS of METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON
ESTABLISHED in 1974
www.bmwbmw.org		

Must be present to win!
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